N E T W O R K S

Connectivity Demands for Healthcare are Changing.
Is Your Provider Ready?
New demands
The ability to securely and
reliably share electronic
healthcare information in realtime can be a matter of life and
death. When lives are on the line,
doctors and healthcare facilities
need a powerful network to
share vital information instantly
and connect caregivers and
patients for better outcomes.
The next decade will show just
how transformational the role of
telecommunications in local,
regional and national healthcare
will become. At the core will be
an emerging need for faster,
higher-quality broadband
connections at every level of the
healthcare delivery process.

Why partner with
iRis Networks?
•
•
•
•

Connect multiple locations seamlessly
Able to scale from 100M to 100G
Built for data-intensive applications
Directly connect to 250+ rural
communities in TN, AL and KY

What this Means
for Patients
Wearable devices, mHealth, and
the Internet of Things (IoT)
create new opportunities for
physicians to monitor, evaluate
and intervene in patients’ daily
health management—all
demanding more bandwidth
and security, faster response
times, and more evolved data
storage and analytics services.
What this Means for
Healthcare Providers
Telemedicine promises to
connect physicians to more
patients in remote areas, while
clinical applications, electronic

can bring legacy
telecommunications
infrastructure to
its knees, putting
hospitals, private
practices and
other caregivers
behind the service
delivery curve.

health records and healthcare IT
platform stack components
become more available—all of
which asks more of
telecommunications networks
than ever before.

Better patient care within reach.

The iRis Networks Reach
iRis provides high-capacity
bandwidth and a cutting-edge
communications and technology
platform to Tennessee’s
healthcare organizations, rivaling
that of larger carriers while
surpassing them in customer
service and care. We’ve designed
our carrier network to truly be
‘around the corner’ for our
customers—and still serve you
around the world.
Whether your patient is in
Tusculum, Toronto, Torreón or
Tokyo, they’ll see crisp, highdeﬁnition telemedicine pictures
and beneﬁt from instant patient
information-sharing, putting you
around the corner from your
patients at any time, day or night.
• Super-fast loading times,
empowering connected
healthcare applications
• Cutting-edge transport
layer for lightning-fast speeds
and reasonable prices

We think our combination of world-class
transport through fast, reliable broadband and
unparalleled customer engagement is a special
one. We invite you to experience the diﬀerence.
• Five nines of uptime on
the state’s most reliable
carrier network
• World-class transport
platform featuring global
interconnect reach
• Fast, reliable broadband with
unparalleled customer
engagement and service
The iRis Networks Diﬀerence
We oﬀer healthcare organizations
the hands-on, local support and
service you need for better peace
of mind and a better user
experience—for both physicians
and patients. Our specially
designed healthcare solutions
connect patients and physicians
in every way you need to be
connected, while continually
striving for improvement and

network evolution. You’ll notice
the diﬀerence that an iRis
Networks partnership makes from
day one.
• Program discounts for new
and loyal customers alike
• Access to dedicated
support and highly
knowledgeable technicians
• Annual account reviews and
workshop sessions to make
sure you’re getting the best
out of your network solutions
• Continual evaluation
and implementation of
new healthcare
communication trends

Contact us today to learn how partnering with iRis can help make
the diﬀerence for your healthcare delivery organization.
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